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VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION 
TIii STUDIES ON CARBON NONOXID 

B TELE INFRARED SPECTBOPHONE Ì4ETIIOD 

Ii'TflODUCTION 

L:e observation of dispersion in the velocity of 

sourd at supersonic irequencles le to the postulation of 

a vibrational relaxation time of the order of 1O seconds 

by erzfe1d and Rice (16) In 1925 and again by ineser in 

1931. Since that time much interest has been shown in 

this phenomenon botti in theoretical interpretation and in 

methods of iieasureent. It plays a particLiar role l'i the 

study of rapid, non-equilibrium processes such as 

detonation, shock waves, and the kinetics of jet ropul- 

sion. In a previous thesis, Turrell (38) gives an 

excellent discussion of the historical background 

concernIng vibrational relaxation. Other reviews including 

detailed bib1iograpies ave been prepared by Richards 

(26) and Richardson (27). 

it is universally assumed that the relaxation 

rnechanisì Is a trocess involving molecular collisions 
indicating a pres:ure dependency. The mass of data to date 

supports ttiis assurrAption and in particular van Itterbeek 

and Marions (39) measured the pressure depe;idence and found 

it in agreement with the assumption of a Collision rrocess. 

Various investigators have developed theories, botri 

classical and quantum-meodanical, based on this assumption, 

leading to verï similar exrressions for the probability 



of energy transfer. iowever, in recent years irnne and 

Legvold (i), Rossin: and Legvold (2d), and Fogg, liank, 

and Laxribert (13. In studies on ìa1ogen-subst1tuted methanes 

found tnat a tieory based on an energy of excitation fitted 

their data better. Such a theory predicts that there is no 

mass dependence in the relaxation proees, whereas rrevious 

theory predicted a very large mass eftect, particularly 

in the case of a high vibrational frequency. n excellent 

test of the acplicability of the two theories thon 
would 

be the measurement of the mass dependence of the 

relaxation time of a high frequency vibrational mode. 

Carbon monoxide with a sinle frequency of 2160 cm' 

satisfies this condition. 
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THEORY 

The earliest atte!t at a quantitative theoretical 

determination o1 vibrational relaxation tImes was made by 

¿ener in 1931 (14, ).2). ile discussed a simple one 

diniensional niodel along purely classical lines. A more 

detailed classical discussion was prepared by bandau and 

Teller (22) in 1936. They found that the probability of 

excitation during a collision was proportional to an 

exponential term of the form 

i:O4L (V exp 4 - 
7271r 

nere is the probability of a molecule boin: excited 
from its ground state to its first vibrational level, a 

is a distance taramoter based on the range of the 

interaction potential, )) is the vibrational frequency, 

is the reduced uass of the collision k is 

2oltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 

Lcr many years, this as the most satisfactory 

exressiori available. Other investigators presented an 

analysis of the problem but none gave as tractable an 

expression for making estimates of vibrational amplitudes 

without th.o use of a computing machine. Bourgin (Lv) mae 

a three dimensional analysis, comparing it with Kneser's 

work, which he considered a special case of his treatment. 
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iore recently Curtis and Adler (6) published a uantuni 

mecbanical discussion of collisions with di.tornic 

molecules, deriving scattering coefficients for tie 

process. Other discussions have beer carried out recently 

by idom and S. ±1. Bauer (LpJ) ane.rnest l3auer (2). 

uf more rracticai importaice, nowever, is the 

derivation by means of uanturn mechanics of an expression 

that readily perxraits an estimation of relaxation times. 

This is the work of $chwartz, lawsky, and herzfeld (30) 

inx l92. Using the saxìe simple model of Landau and Teller, 

they derived an exponential behavior identical to that of 

the classical theory. xplicitly, their results are 

I. 7. 

sJ (i-4 3) Vr 

V (l-O) is the matrix element for a decrease in 

vibrational energy from the first level to the round 

state wLile Vr is the matrix element for an equivalent 

increase in translational energy. Further 

V1 (1-4 ;) 

= - 

0<. iS a naraneter representing t1e range of forces in the 

collision process. it is found by fitting a potential 

energr curve of the form V = V0 e°' to the reDulsive 

portion of the Lennard-Jones potential. Ar is the 

coefficient of the nth noral coordinate in the expansion 



of te distance from the colliding molecule to the inter- 

acting atom in terms of the intermolecular distance and 

the normal coordinates of the molecule undergoing 

transition. Thus, for the simple model of a monatomic 

molecule colliding along its axis with a diatomic 

molecule, r = r0 + Aq, q the vibrational normal 

coordinate. In this caso A =- 
mA 
O O O 

ìwre complex expressions for A arise for molecules of 

more than two atoms. 

h = Planek's constant 

M = reduced mass = ______ 

)= vibrational frequency of the ntn normal 

coordinate 

A precise evaluation of the factor Vr2 is not 

available because of the inabilitj to evaluate the 

necessarT intecral ii closed form. Assuming that 

exp {M }» i this intehral takes the aprroximate fora 
2 . 

["° 
ex. fi4 'i1-( y0 - Vç 

J _::_i cV 
r 

- 

t_ 
oc1 kiJ 0 

where A is a constant; is the reduced collision mass, 

ii= (iA ) -c 
; and Ai = one ivantum of vibrational 

£A ¿ + 

energy. The integrand takes on a maximum valuo for some 

vo, vo, and it is in this region that the principal 
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contribution to the integral is made. This occurs very 

nearly at the maxinium value of the exponential term, and 

evaluation of this maximum valuo leaus us to trie 

approximate solution of the interal 

v2 A'Ø e A' a constant r 

= minimum value of N ( Vç -V0) + ii y 2 

o(h 2 

is found by expanding v 
= j y 2 -2i 

N 

= 
0 
[i + - + 

giving for the exponent to be minimized 

N + 2 TT (h)t 
2T oC..h Vo c(hiv0 

Jn order that this exansion be valid we ust have 

:2 » Aii and 

This gives v0* (p kTk½ (W2t(T;\ '; 
\b ° laM J 2 1 cc. .- hí J 

and for the transition probability 

V2 = J.39 (L e 

'= 3 (2 ( i.:'3 + 

s\ OCLhT 'I _ 2kT 
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The exronentiai e i the most s1;nificant terra in this 

exrression and an investiration of its dependence should 

describe fairly well the dependence of the probability of 

deexcitation. In general 3 (2 1T (E)2 
1//3 

A arid 

J /T 
the latter ter. can be neglected in view of tac 

approxinate nture of this aiscussion. e observe, then, 

t, ti 

that approximately 6 C (' iI , C a constant, and 

- D + 1O P10,D very nearly a constant. 

in Appendix I the relaxation tines of the carbon 

monoxide ixtures under study have been calculated by the 

schwartz - Slawsky - Eierzfeld theory. Also, the values of 

v0n have been calculated to test the validity of the 

approximations made. Ït is observed that the approximataon 

exr ¡'j. 
iï vo*l 

)) 1O(.h j 

ILOldS in every case. iowever, in the expansion for Vf, 

the relation v*> does not hold for any case. 

Tnls may eii account for the unusually large value3 of 

relaxation time predicted. 

Schwartz and ierzfeld (29) have extended this work to 

three dimensions. '4ost of the corrections occur in the 

other factors and not in the exponential term. The only 

correction in this terra is brought about by considering 
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the long ran;e attractive portion of the Lennard-Jones 

potential. This adds a term + to above, w1ere 
kT 

is tIle rieiht of t-xe potential well. If there is no 

chemical interaction between the colliding molecules this 

will be a relatively small terni. Ïf cb.enìical interactions 

take place this can be quite large and give rise to much 

higher orobabilities. 

3ecause of the frequency dependence of this 

expression, it predicts that for the nigh. frequency 

vibrational modes the relaxation times will be quite lor - 

in sorne cases more than a second. Such tunes can only he 

qualitatively estimated since one of the assumptions In 

the derivation is that A is small compared with the 

translational energies involved. This condition would not 

be met in the case of hih frequency transitions. This 

would suggest that one line of investigation would he to 

excite monochromatically the various vibrational modes of 

a molecule possessing several vibrational frequencies. 

re relaxation time of each could then be determined while 

all other paraiaeters than the frequency are held. constant. 

iowever, I3etho and Teller (3) discussed this problem and 

concluded that the rate of mIxing through anharmonicity 

of the vibrational modes is much faster than the 

relaxation process, and that only the lowest frequency 

relaxation time can be observed. owever, their reasoning 



Is based on a classical model of coutled annarmonlc 

oscillators, whereas In quantum iiechan1cs we extect 

discrete orthogonal energy states requiring external 

perturbation for mixing. iven o, with a variety of inter- 

mediate states available for stew1se small energy jumps, 

relaxation to the lowest state can be more efficient than 

direct decay, and we expect to observe a relaxation time 

for the lowest frequency only. easurements rnae by sound 

ciioorsion tend to confirm this. In a great nunber of 

observations tnere has been reported only one case 01' two 

relaxation times for a single molecule, that of CH2C12 by 

Sette and ubbard (32). Also, observations nave been 

made by Jacox (19) on a spectropione apparatus similar to 

that used in this research to determine tie relaxation 

times of the two active modes of carbon dioxide. She 

could detect no apparent difference. 

iccently there have been correlations made on a 

larg:e number of measurements on substituted methanes (5, 

7, 13, 1:, 22, 32) by Fogg, tianks arid Larnbert (13), mme 

and Legvold (i), and Rossing and Legvold (2u). The 

purpose here was to investigate the dependence of relax- 

ation time on rnas and frequency. A plot of 10 Z against 
% t, w N was made which showed no regularity for the many 

measurements. .dere Z = . From this, these workers 

have concluded that a mechanism based on an enercy of 
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activation gave a better it with the data. They assumed 

that the probability could be ex'ressed by 

= o e =Y1) 

and fount that the data could now be fitted ap-roxirately 

by several straight lines depending on the number of 

hydrogen atoms in the iolecu1e. The exponential derend- 

ence here is riven by C with no effect of mass. 

The evidence to oate is far from conclusive. 1iot 

investigators have reported a high depenaence on reduced 

collision mass, but o attempt has been made to place this 

on a quai ititative basis. Lucken and i3ecker (3) found that 

low molecular iei&ht gases reduced the relaxation time of 

co2 while i1C1 had an even greater effect on Cl2. The 

latter is rrobably due to chemical interaction. Smiley 

ana :dnkler (3) and cGrath and Ubbelo.hde (2L) reported 

that tieir uata seemed to fit tne exponential T 

relation of Schwartz, slawsky, and .Jerzfeld, while ucÌen 

and Secker (9, 10, 11, 12) reported an exponeritial{-T'} 

dependence. The unusual significance in substituteG 

methanes of trie number of hydrogen atoms does not see;i to 

be satisfactorily exlained bi either theory. 

uiohadsaya (3L.) found that CC2 - Co2 collisions were suore 

efficient in energy excha:go than removing excess vibra- 

tional energy in CO2 by air molecules (i.e. rrìncially 
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- 2 
collisions). This would be in opposition to 

prediction by tbrory. I contrast, ucken (7, 3) observed 

that iie, CH, and CO were more efficient i relaxing Cu2 

molecules than were self collisions, while A and Ne seemed 

to have roughly the same effect. 
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EXPERIITAL METIÌODS 

The early interest ira vibrational relaxation was 

directed toward velocity of sound measurements and this 
becarre the first technique for their estimation (, 7, J, 

9, 10, 11, 12, 33, 39). Tcie velocity of sound is measurod 

as a function of frequency. ihe occurrence of dispersion 

indicates that the transfer of energy into the vibrational 
modos is no longer keeping up with the fluctuating 
termerature of the sound wave. The velocity of sound in 

suci- a range of sonic frequencies is a known function of 

the relaxation tire, aiJ. observation of this dispersion 

can be used to estimate the rate of energy transfer. This 

technique still predominates as the rrost used arid many 

workers are active in this field today (13, 22, 2L., 31, 

32). 

An interesting method is that suggested by rantrowitz 

(20) in 19L6. In this technique the gas is allowed to 

expand fron a reservoir through a small nozzle. During 

the expansion, equilibrium is maintained among the various 

molecular aegrees of freedom. ihe flowing gas then 

ixutinges ori a pitot tube, and the pressure against the tube 

is measured. For an equilibriuni process the pressure 

should be that of the reservoir. iowever, since the impact 

ori the tubo is sudden, triers is insufficient time for the 

vibrational iodez to come into equilibrium and the pressure 
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is different from that wrich oL1d htve beei expected. ìe 

difference in presire is function of the re1axtion 

time and cn be used in n estimtiori of this quantity, 

Measurements have been made on a number of gases by this 

method, (14, 1). 

btepanov first suggested the use of shock waves for 

the determination of vibrational relaxation in 1947 (37). 

suiock front has a very short time duri.tion so tht s t 

passes a re;ion the vibrational degrees of freedom are not 

in immediate equilibrium. the shook front passes, 

equilibrium 19 gradually etab1ihed. ìir. intcrference 

techniques, one observes a sudden, sharp fringe shift at 

the shock front arid then the fringes raöua11y come back 

to their equilibrium position. The rate of attaining 

equilibrium is, again, a function of the relaxation 

process anu can be used for an estimation of this time 

lag. few measurements have been made employing this 

technique (13, 3, ö). 

The spectrophone was first used for lifetime studies 

by 1obcuskaa in 1943 (34). This device employs a 

ciicropnone as ctetector and measures the auiofrequency 

pulse produced by absorption of infrared light, choped at 

the appropriate frequency. There will be a relative phase 

shift dependent on the life-times of the excited vibra- 

tiona]. states from which these lifetimes can be determined. 
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This latter technique enjoys several advantages over tne 

other tecriiques. First, it measures directly the rate of 

loss of energy frort vibrational states rather tnan gain. 

This makes it 'ossib1e to maintain the translational 

temperature at a more nearlj constant level than in the 

other techniques that reqiire an effective surplus of 

translational over vibrational energy. Also, it enables 

the study, setarately, of the several vibrational modes of 

:dOIe complex molecules. The requirement Tìere, a 

disadvantage of the method, is that the vibrational mode 

be infrared active. Further, other methods are limited by 

the equilibrium amount of energy available to the vibra- 

tional degrees, which may be too small to detect in the 

case of hign frequency vibration at room temperature. 

tjse of infrared excitation raises the vibrational energy 

to a sufficiently high level. This last technique will be 
employed in the study of carbon monoxide in mixtures with 

various gases. 
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LE1iNTAHY SPECTROPHONÌ PROCESSES 

it is essential in order to evaluate ttie data obtained 

in the srectrophone method, to have some uxiderstanding of 

the energy relations occurring within the cell. In 

completing the analysis some simplifying assumptions will 

be rnade that should pernit order of magnitude estirúations 

of the various effects. Turrell (38) has considered the 

problem frani the point of view of generation of a sound 

wave whicix is ctissipated while trave1in in the cell. 
Itìis view may well be correct in the case of CO2 in which 

all of the radiation i virtually absorbed at the optical 
entrince of tìe cell .nú must be distributed throu.hout 

the cell by means of wave propagation. however, for CO, 

which is a much weaer absorber than CO2, tie radiant 

energy is more evenly distributed throughout the cell. 
This would result in a more uniform pressure and not give 

rise to sounci waves. Such a system would be better 

considered as a problem in heat transfer, and it 1 tae 

purpose of this section to complete sucì an analysis. 

e can assuro that the rate of absorption throughout 

the cell is proportional to the intensity and obeys 

eers law. Thus the rate of increase of vibrational 

energy, , by absorrtion is XI. This energy Is removed 

by the relaxation process which, accordiig to Scriwartz, 
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Slawsky, and ilerzfeld (30), can be written 4 [ - 

(T) is the ìinstein function expressing the equilibrium 

amount of vibrational energy at te translational teincer- 

aturo T. t, then, is the vibrational relaxation time. 

This rives 

= -'tI 
- -4 [ - 

e are Interested in the increase in translational 

temperature e r - 1r where T0 is the temperature of the 

surroundings to which the energy Is being dissioated. 

Then, if c is the heat capacity of the vibrational degrees 
of freedom at T0, to a very ood first 

write i(T) L(T0) + c G 

Assuming a periodic light source, 

sented by I = .. (1 + sin wt) 1'(x, 

f(x, r, 0 ) is the Intensity distribu 

aproxiraation we can 

it can be repre- 

r, 9 ) where 

tion spatially 

throughout the cylindrical cell. From .3eerts law the x 

behavior is exoressed as 0X ano we can assume the light 

has angular synretry, i.e., is not a function of Ø'. 

Further, since the light beam essentiall:,r fills the cell, 
we can assume that the radial depenaonce is constant, 

'Ihen I Is í'iverl by 

I = ;2. (i + sin (4)t) 

throughout the cell. This gives 
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v fI (1 + sin ct) e - I v T0) - cvOl(l) 
dt 

Translational energy is increased by the relaxation 

process and decreased by heat flow. This can be forriiu- 

lated by 

Le = kV2S + i rv - I!; - e1 (2) 
o 

From (i) and (2) we can derive an equation not 

explicitly involvinL LV that can be o1ved for O. ince 

trae pressure fluctuations within the cell are a function 

of O, the behavior of this quantity will describe the 

response of the microphone. 

From (2), then, we have 

E; = C% cê - TkVZ 
o + 

and = c - Tk\7zde + 
dt dt dt 

Combining with (i) we obtain 

= 
+ ctr cit cit 

F( (i + sinwt)e_flX C a- 1 

J:!0 ___ dB 

.iO+ 1 
- -t, 



-;V(e- i- (e i- c) ue 
T) 

id (1 -t si (;) 
2 

e re 1nteretei here, rot ii transients, but in a 

steady state soltior, so that we may assume for tIme 

deperìde.ce the imposcd finct ions sin ut and co uit ê 

tien, cn be expressed a 

OU0(x,r,ø)+l1(x,r,ø)in t --U2(x,r,) 

cog (..)t (4) 

= 0(x,r, ) -- (x,r, Ø ) in(u.1; ±8 

The cell ite1f is . cylinder with a steel wall tt r= a, 

nci rock salt indos at x=O and x = L. The boundary 

raterials have mich hiher riet conductivities than the 

;as itself, so it cn be assuned that at each of these 

boLnda.rics, 0O.- This ca only be satisfied if TJ, U1, 

and L are each in turn zero at the bcundaries. The micro- 

phone is uituated effectively at the cell a1l, centered 

iewthwise, where it is assumed that eO. dowever, we 

observe that no matter what the distribution of O at 

¿ny iven instant, the pressare ciange must remain fairly 

constant throughout the cell and be proportional to the 

avera.e value of e throughout the celi volume. Thus, 



in order to get the resure dependence, t.e solution for 

ê will be averaged over the volume of the cell. 

n exact solution of (3) is difficult and ma not 

lead to a physically meanlnL fui solution. Using the method 

of searat1on of variables we assune solutions of the form 

Ui = X.(x) I Rj(r) 

The angular syrnmetry of the radiation suggests a similar 

symmetry In the solution. ve do not know the exact 

solutions for X and R. but we do know that watever ttjeir 
i 

J. 

form, they can be expanded in terms of a Fourier series 

and in terms of zeroth order Bessel functions, resrectively, 

which satisfy the boundary conditions. 

xi = 
::i 

A1' sin 

R1 IBin1 J0(r) 

mth zero of J0 (z) 

Better yet, ttis can be written 

L51 = sin X ç'r) 
(6) 

The constants can be found by substitution into 

equation (3), observ1n that iL e'°' can also be 
2 

expanded: 
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íL e'"= > 'A r) (7) 

2 y=t a 

This exoansion will ;ive the proper value at evers interior 

point of t:e cell, and. will be zero on the boundaries (as, 

indeed, it should). 

Substituting (Li.) into (3) wo have 

ê U1 sin (*t + U2 cos (t + 

de = r.. - u2 ciii t 

dt 

= -u 2 sin t - cos t, which 
¿ 

iacs to 

- c-rJ u sin (&) t c&2 t2 °' t 

-(e f c) &)U1 cos cit - (e + C) -2 sin t 

-k t CAj 2U1 cos t + k V2U2 SLfl wt 

sin CA)t - k V2u2 COS wt - k V2U0 

.klc (]. + sin t) 

2 

wriich gives 

-kV2TJ0 = RI0 e1 (8) 

2 

- (o + c)U2 + ktV2U2 - 

k '7 = f( i0 e'° 
2 
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+ (e + c)Ui -ktV2U1 -kV2 = 0 (10) 

rorn (8), (7), and. (6) 

00 00 

-k ) Afl,TIV' sin mix 
yfl% 

00 00 

= Cnrn 811IX J0(r) 
Y( 1=I 

kt°n,rn 

)=c 
¿t 

k(vt1r2 + 
- ) L 

C,m J(1 Z 2 
IL 

J(x 
2 (X') e sin!!.xdx 

r J0(-r)dr 
a 

i i - 2/cl 
ArnJ1(Am) f{i- flr 

L- 

Ve are more particularly intereated in the 

cßejliatlflL.. part of the solution :iven by U and U1,, which 

can be found from eq,rations () and (10). ubst1tuting 

equations (6) and (7) into (9) and (10) gives 
00 00 

-c 
,2 

n in 
siri-..!.x J0(r) 

Y=I Yni 

00 0c 

- ca (e i- c) [I A2 5j flits J 
yn, a. 
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- 
nil +k[1/-n21T - J0(T) 

YrI tvI(. L 
00 ao 

- k I _i. z )-r 'i s jn!x J0 ) 

t1I iiiI L' --:) n,m 

- 
¿II 

° 5 iri-a-x J ( z-) 
oc 

- n,m o a (11) "flt 
o 

- C -t L) 
2 

ni in_F3c J0 ( r) 
Yt:t ?y 

oc o 

i-. (c i- c) 1- A'fl,!fl GìnLT J0(r) 
'n" 

00 00 -kI [ (-n2_- 3jJ1L J0(r) 
L n,m 

00 00 

- k ___ 
- r J0(èr) 

(12) 

(11) und (12) ive rise to tne infinite $et of 

simu1tneous e;uations 

11 ÀJ-c(A);] kn- ? ?\ 2. 

II ( L2. 

4-k(1- +-' 
2 

L )] j n,rn Cn,m 
(13) 

.zìd (A) \ 1- C 4- k't 
( _ 

X)l Ah1n,m[k( Y)2.1.rt+a:U\ - 
L- L7- .zJ 

2 
A =0 (14) 

n 

Let CL CO.)t 't - k( _ Xy (15) 
li?. -rj 
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and ' = + c 
+ ____ + (16) 

(13) and (1L.) become 

- o.A' -ÇÇ2 = C 
n,ru n,ri n,m 

and = o 
n.m 

the solutions of which are 

= - 
n,m Cn,rn 

o( # 

and A2 = - C 
n,rc cKt + f$. n,m 

The solution for O now becomes 

f i - oc.. sin 
_w=t 

' ____ 
+ ) 

) 

c+cÇ 

eQS (A)t Cn,m si: Jo(r)} (17) 

ano for the rthase aìif t 

tant _ sinx. J0(r) 
(io) 

\ \ °- _ C 
.. 

sin2!x J±r) 
/ ¡ oY+Çz a 

YvI 

wnere oc:: and cf are piven b:' (15) and (16) while 

has been evaluated revious1y. 

Tris solution is to be avoraEed over th:. volume of the 
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cell. Il je e.eily demonetrat,ed that 

f2U a ¡L Cnm sin-_x rdxdrde 

= i3 J( i Ï + e4' i i (n odd) 
L 

which givee 

= ö0- ci r- th * 

f8)I(1 -i- e) i 1 

l¼L (°) 
¼19) 

iere the details of trie steady tate solution re 

ne;1ected, since it is only the perioOEic part that will 

give phase shift information. esurning that K< - 'see 

pperìdix II) and combining the sine na cosine terns we 

have 

O - - B e = e0 - 3.111 (1 - e j L nl 
ir 

ein( t + øn,m) ; 5m 

tn øn,m (o) 
Let m,n = 1n ___ k 

1Jt + aL/ c 

o(+ ¿2= - 2c tm,n 

+(c + c ) i. c2c.4't2 2 



+ 2(c c)c3t 

2 

ince for carbon monoxide c C, WC can write 

2 + ç 
2 = (i 

2 2) 
(i + 

t an Ø ,= (a.) C ± r c + n n, r. 
-.. , - n 

et tan = i 

Then we can see that = 

(ai) becomes 

tan' = n,m 

00 + 0nrr and equation 

= -0 81r ( ' - e ) L 
'rrcc(1 +(i.T') 

j 
00[.3'0,m in( CA.)-r + øi: 

G: .Ç.r3/ 
n , ; , n5 r ( c. C + Ø ) + 

L:« sin 0' co( c'r + Ø, )T ri,Irl n,m i 

= ,ee - sir,r( + Ø,) I ZII B'n,mCOS ø'n,iu 

Gcos ( (.-)t + Ø ) ; n,m (21) 

o'u 
I 

where B n i i , 
( i + n ) 

Q = 3A10(i + 

-rTc (¼) (1 CA)2't7) 
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sin = 
; 

cos = i 

(1 + L (i +2) 
ihe solution is now seen to have ;he form 

= & - 'j' tu( ()"( + 00 

where 00 = tan- i is the phase thift due to relaxation 

and 

- i i 
0 = tan frr 1;;;-ç- ì Ï + (n odd) 00 0 I i - 

is the phase shift due to heat conduction effects. 
In Aptendix II an approxii;ate solution for 0 is 

obtained by evaivatin the sums in numerator and denora- 

inator under the assumttion that is only Sn 

appreiable for largo values of m and n and is a very 

;iowiy varying function of these integers. The result is 

t an = (_.L'\ (2; fl ( 22) 
\.c.&c) L a) 

The total phase shift can now be seen to be 

0 = ø+ 

(2k (11 
= tan- i 4 Lt ciC j L 3 

(AY(&)* ( + \L uí (23) 
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tiere we have assumed that (2 t< (i + l(( i and we will 
a) 

further assume that i-e < i. e can then ;aIe the 

approxiïation 0 tan- i 
- (2_k (1 + 

¡7 (2L.) 

z\4 fi 
If c--X (-rs --)/ / 1 we can see that the phase 

shift becoies 

tan (2 k \4 (1 + l' and is independent of T 
C-c1 L a/ 

however, such relaxation times seem very unlikely, and, 

indeed, 'nave not been observed in this research. 

In oraer for the phase shift to be primarily 

derendent on the relaxation time we must have 

( 2 k \4 (a:. + i\ which places a lower limit on the \ccJ .%L a) 

observable 'V 's. uvaluation of these quantities in 

Appendix II demonstrates that the ineuality holds at 

least for this experiment. 

It aprears in expression (2L) that the range of 

measurable relaxation tiies can be increased simply by 

increasing: the value of , the chopping frequency. 

This is limited, nowever, by the desirabilit of keeping 

small, i.e. less than unity. It would be desirable, 

then, to be able to var. over a range of frequencies, 

so that for t .. e range of relaxation times being studid 

the inequalities i ) > (2 (i 
+ 

1) are 
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are satisfied. 

If cr i we caa expand tan Ø =1 to obtain 

the phase shift in terms of the relaxation time, T , in a 

linear aprroxi ation. 

00 = tan1 
......L.. = - (A) 0 S S I S S I 

2 

The values of T for which this appro.d.mation holds are 

discussed in Aptendix III. 

ilidden in the above discussion is the si-níficance of 

tie term X , the integrated absorption coefficient, in 

its effect on the phase shift. This can be more 

satisfactorily discussed it the probieïri is restated, 

knowin: that the solution has apì-roximately the form 

= eK x U2 = ie X 

ubstitution into (9) and (10) rives 

(25) 

- , (e 
- cv) + kir /t2 - k/(2 

2 

-c 2 + ') (c + c) A - k --- - 
j 2A - k K 23 = 

-oc:- ¿;= fi1u 
2 

..= CL)2't + 

A= - oc. JL, 
O(+çf 2 

JA- O O 

w (e + c - k - X 2) 

13=- 4' kI0 

Q(z.dl 2 
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tan1 
= 3 = = w(c + c - 

/ r - + J{2. 
(26) 

From this expression we can see ilat in order for the 

phase shift to be given by tan = I we ust have 

->) kfC. In Appendix II this inequality is demon- 

strated. for carbon monoxide. Jowever, care iaust be taken 

to insure that this relation is satisfied before meaningful 

phase shifts can be measured. 1or sufficiently large 

values of 1< (i.e. Co2) and small values oí () this 

relation can break down so that the phase shift observed 

is that due to energy distribution rather than relaxation 

proces3es. This may account for the hiLi apparent 

efficiency of carbon dioxide in self-collisions observed 

by Siobadskaya (3L). 
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EXPiRI hF'NTAL TECHNI QUE 

Tne equiment used in this research is essentially 

that desined and described by George Turrell (33), the 

only modification beine. redesign of ttie preamplifier to 

give a better sinal to noise ratio. A block diagram of 

this apparatus is E'iven in Figure I. The light source () 

consists of a carbon arc mounted in an arc projector 

chassis. One of the princial exìerimental difficu.ltie 

encountered was Que to instabilities in the burning of 

this arc. To surmount this problem, great care was taken 

to adjust the carbon rods to nearly the saue position for 

each reading and in no case was a reading taken on a fresh 

carbon rod until it had burned down to a fairly constant 

shape. i'urther, l'or each point obtained, at least ten 

readings were taken in rapid succession to et a {ood 

average value for the position of the marker. 

T'ie light from (A) was focused by mirror (B) onto a 

plexiglas chopper (C) and then into the sectrophone cell. 

The choprer was driven by a synchronous motor with an 

anLular fre.1uency of 1800 revolutions per minute. Since 

the plexi:las chopper contains twenty orifices around its 

face, this gives a light chopping frequency of 630 cycles 

per second. 2d,e synchronous motor itself can serve as a 

fair timing standard. To obtain a stable reference sinal, 
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a phototube (D) was so placed as to receive light from a 

small directional 1iìt source (E) throuh the plexiglas 

chopper at a radius inside that at which the faoles are 

located. A small piece of black tape on the plexiglas 

interrutts this light source once every thirtieth of a 

eond to send a pulse through the phototube assembly and 

trigger the oscilloscope sweep as well as the gated 

oscillator. 

The timo base was given by a gated oscillator designed 

to give markers every lO seconds. The separation of two 

spectrophone signals is determined by the synchronous motor 

and, hence, cn be usea to calibrate the time base. This 

separation is 1/600 or a second or 16.7 x lO4- seconds. 

That is, two successive spectrophone sinals shoulu lie 

16.7 time base markers apart. In actual observation this 

was found to be about 16.5 + 0.3, amounting to about a 2 

error in the time base. 

ror this research no 1iht filter was employed since 

carbon monoxide has only OflO fundamental absorption in tue 

infrared region and, hence, only tuis one t'e of relax- 

ation can contribute to tie observed phase shifts. 

iorevcr, since a light continuum was usec, care had to be 

eercise to select infrared inert ailuents for study as 

well as to preclude any but the barest trace of impurities 

that absorb very strongly in the infrared. It was found 
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that siaples unusually rich in CO2 or not purified through 

a cold trap Llave significant deviation from comparable 

samples without appreciable 002 er water vapor, 

The spectrophone cell itself was prepared from a block 

cf steel, A cross sectional diagram can he seen in Figure 

Ii. Infrared lieht passes through the NaC1 windows from 

lcft to right. iri outlet on the side for sampling 

purposes can be seen in the center. At the top of this 

chamber an access is perritted to the microphone chamber 

through the coupling of a plastic (Saranwrar) membrane. 

This permitted evacuation of the cell without damage to 

the microphone as well as pormittin. a constant 

(atmospheric pressure) loading of the microphone diaphragm. 

The microphone itself is a rochelle salt crjstal micro 

phone of a design for use in hearing aid systoms. The 

interior of the gas filled portion of the cell is one inch 

in diameter and three Inches long. 

The technlquo enmloyed ïs that used by Turrell, in 

wilich measurements are taken alternately on the mixture 

being analysed and tLicn on tank carbon rrionoxide used as a 

standard. The major deviation in method here was to 

repeat the measurements on any given mixture several tIes 

to give a , cod average vLlue. In this ay data was taken 

on mixtures of carbon monoxide with hydrogen, helium, neon, 

anu argon. 
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A po$sible criticirn of Turre1i' work is that he did 

not take ufficierìt precaution to insure proper mixing of 

gases introduced into his cell. To insure complete mixing 

i:ì this research, a portable gas handling. system was 

constructed with a threc: liter chamber for prepiring )as 

mixtures. The gases were introducea. into this chamber and 

a:itated ftr at least ten minutes before being introduced 

into the spectrohone cell for analysis. Agitation was 

accomplished by means of a magnetically coupled stirrer 

encased in the rdxinï flask. The cases were pasceci through 

a dry ice acetone cold trap before entering the flask to 

remove any wster vapor and traces of higher boiling organic 

compounds. Figure III fives a schematic diagram of the 

as hanling system while Figure IV is a picture of this 

apparatus. Sssaples for mass spectrometric analysis were 

taken of various gases throu the as sampling outlet, 

and flasks of reagent grade neon and carbon monoxide were 

introduced througi this ot1ot. A sarple of tank carbon 

monoxide was treated in this manner arid then analysed on 

the iaass spectrometer. No appreciable contamination of the 

sample with low molecular weigiat (below mass 30) vapors, 

such as hydrocarbons, could be detected. 

Mixtures wore carefully prepareu by introducina tank 

carbon monoxide into tie flask to a pressure measured by 

the mercury manometer, after first evacuating the flask to 
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a pressure of iO'2 orn of raercury as measured hy the ttioriuo- 

couple gauge. The flask was then sealed orf from the 

manometer and the diluting gas was pipetted. In by meara of 

the Toepler pump. It wa first necessary to ca1ibratc the 

ratio of pipette to mixin; flask and to calibrate the 

theria000up1e sauge. The thermocouple gauge was caibrated 

by iììeans of a MeLood gauge designed for pressures of 10 to 

1000 microns of mercury. The pipette was calibrated by 

evacuating the ixiig flask azìd adnitt1ni, ten pipettes of 

as at on atmosphere pressure and observing the resultant 

pressure within the flask by means of the mercury 

manometer. The volume of the flask was corrected for the 

slight additional volume of the manometer. 

After the mixture had been agitated for ten minutes 

i_t was introduced irto the spectrophone coli at slightly 

above one atnosphere by means of the Toepler pump. The 

cell was then opened to the atmosphere to equalize the 

pressure and a measurement taken. The celi was then 

ini:ediately evacuated and filled with carbon monoxide 

directly from the tank, and in a similar way a measurement 

made on the tank carbon monoxide. The difference 

between these two measurements Is the ¿t to be used In 

the analysis described in Appendix IV, This cycle was 

repeated several times to obtain a gooc average value. 

Sinca all commercially available carbon monoxio.e 



contains u to a few per cent hydrogen, and theory rodìcts 

tat ti'e relaxation tine i veri sensitive to low 

molecular weight aases suci as hydrogen, it was considered 

essential first to establish the relaxation time for 

hydroge:!-carbon monoxide collisions, and, concomitantly, 

to establish the relaxation time of tank carbon monoxide as 

well as tbat due to carbon monoxide in self collisions. 

The procedure followed tiere is outlined in Appendix IV. 

This co:rpleted, it was then possible to use tank 

carbon monoxide as an absolute standard in measurements on 

other gas mixtures, which necessitates a fewer number of 

determinations for each relaxing gas. 

Lass spectrometric analysis was used to determine tue 

exact amount of hydrogen impurity available in the 

commercial carbon monoxide as well as to look for traces 

of low molecular weight compounds. Samples for analysis 

were processed through the gas handling system in the 

same way as for spectrophone measurements and then 

collected in a tube fitted with stopcock and taper joint 

to fit the mass spectrometer. Studies on early mixtures 

were carried out on the instrument constructed at the 

University of OreEon under tac direction of Dr. D. . 

wineheart. This machine employs a mercury diffusion 

pump and li.iuid air traps. This keeps the background for 

low molecular weigt components other than mass numbers 
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:14, 16, 17, 28, 30, 32, etc. (fro:m air) at essentially 

zero and makes it quite sensitive to traces of gases in 

this range. ampies of hydrogen, helium, and. argon to be 

usea in exnerinental mixtures were scanned for low 

molecular wei:ht inmurities. 'iraces were found in each 

case at mass nuiber 15 as well as those corresponding to 

air, but no other noticeable impurities below mass 30. 

The trace at mass l is attributed to nethane froiîi 

stopcock grease and the fact that cold traps were not 

used. for sampling in these casos. The comrnercîal carbon 

monoxide (referred to as tara Co) used in the experiments 

reported tiere was analysed on the Consolidated Mass 

pectrorneter 1-lodel 2l-i.0l. Tais instrument uses oil 

diffusion tumps and activated charcoal traps giving a 

relatively high background of hydroEen and low molecular 

weight hydrocarbon fragments, making observation of traces 

of these iirnurities difficult. Llowever, it is estimated 

that, working in satisfactory ressure ranges, one can 

detect impurities of 0.02 mole per cent above background 

and this figure can be assigned as the sensitivity of 

hydroS:en measurements. Scanning the region up to a mass 

number of thirty showed no significant increase over 

background except for the -eaks at mass numbers 2, l, 2h 

as expected. This gave for the hydrogen impurity in tank 

CO the value 0.ö2 ± 0.02 mole per cent. 
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E.XPERIMI1'TAL TES ULTS 

Carbon monoxide-hydrogen mixtures 

Six mixtures oL' varying composition of hydrogen in 

tank carbon monoxide tere prepared and studied. Table I 

gives the resulte obtained from these measurements. These 

data have been plotted in figure V giving for the inter- 

cept, S 1.09 t .ü x i0 sec1, and for the slope, 

0.0205 t .O13 x io4 eec- atm. From this we have 

= 0.918 ± .07 X sec. 

-s (0.0205) (1O) 1.69 . O x iü6 sec. atm, 
(1.09) (1.11) 

It can be seen in Appendix lIT that, at least for 

the mixttres with low hydrogen presures, there wi1 be 

some deviation from lineari4y for the phase shift given 

by 0 tanP. Assuming that the mixture richect ir 

hydrogen has a relaxation time due entirely to hydrogen, 

ani that -eh represents good approxinatiorì for the 

relaxation time due to hydrogen, approxinte corrections 

can be ppiied to the data for the nonlinear pirt of the 

curve and a taore accirate d.eterination can be made. 

kinowing the amount of hydrogen in tank CO and 

carefully measuring the partial pressures of tank CO and 

hydrogen (or other diluent) in any given mixture, one can 
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TjBI I 

VIBRATIC2hL RLLAXATICN !AMU.TtENTS ON 
HYDROGE -CARBON MONOXIDE MIXTURES 

hydrogen 
added to tank 

CO 3.02 6.01 2,31 1.58 0.785 13.45 

Total H2 3.o2 6.78 3.11 2.39 1.599 14.16 

I 

112b ,tìii 33.1 16.6 43,3 63.3 127.4 7.44 

____________________t X io sec. __________________ 

Trial 1 0.65 0.66 0,51 0.34 0.20 0.72 

Triu.1 ¿ O.5 O,b6 0,44 0,9 0.18 0,66 

Tri.1 3 0.6b 0,59 0.43 0.43 0,bl 

Tri1 4 0.50 0.54 0,65 0.53 O..9 0.96 

Tr3.al 5 0.50 0,63 0.b4 0.49 0..D8 0.97 

Tric.1 b 0.4 0,6 0.45 0,36 0.29 0.92 

Triai 7 0,49 0,60 0.40 0.41 0.28 0,93 

Trial 0,69 0.82 0,42 0.47 0.22 0.77 

Tri1 9 0.85 0.51 0,45 0,21 

Trial 10 0.S5 0.36 

Tri.1 11 0,39 

Lt x 10 
aec.(average) 0.57 0.67 0.49 0,42 0.27 0.34 

tnurd ±0.08 ±0.08 ±Q,Q9 0,O6 0,O7 0.11 

deviation 

i/Lt sC.1 1.75 1.L9 2.04 2,33 3.71 1.19 
X 

evition .25 t .1 .37 .34 .96 .16 
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calculate the actual partial prestres o:t each significant 

gas in the mixture. Iii this way the partial pressures of 

hydrogen in the above series of measurements were found. 

This gives for the richest mixture a total of 14,l6 

hydrogen, ad a relaxation time under the assuiptions of 

the previous paragraph of ' 0.119 x l0 sec, ana. 

t = 4.05 x sec. In Table II are tabulated the 

corresponding val1.es of t,T , andl/A't as inter- 

po].ated from Figure VlII in Appendix ITT, for tie six 

mixtures of hydrogen and tank carbon monoxide. 

Figure VI shows the values of i/'t , corrected for 

the nonlinearity of the arctangent function, plotted 

against 1/?H . The line represents a least squares fit 

' 

to the l/A'1 values giving for the intercept, s = 1.046 

± .04 x io sec.1 and for the slope, m 0.0l'?b t 

.0U067 X sec.'atm. From this we obtain for the 

relaxation time of tank carbon monoxide 1/s = 0.96 

0.04 X 104sec. aria for the relaxation time of hydrogen- 

monoxidecol1isions = l.5 X ,o x 
5(5 4 IL) 

l0_' sec. Knowing that tank carbon monoxide containc 

hydrogen, the relaxation time of pire catbon 

monoxide can be estimated from the relaxation time of 

hydrogen, 't 1.55 x lO6sec. atm. nd the relaxation 

time of tank carbon monoxide, ta 0.96 x io sec,, by 

the relationship 



TABLF II 

CCRB.ECThD VdLIS OF LT AND i/A 
FOR I{YDROGN -CtRBON 1ONOXIDE MIXTURES 

i/i ttrn. t x iO4sec. x io sec. 

33.1 3.78 0.39 

1.6 3.8 0.28 

43,3 3.'70 0.47 

63.3 3.63 0.54 

127,4 3,48 0.70 

7.44 4.05 0.11 

O 3.21 1.01 

Ltx 10sec, 1/A't X 10 eec,1 

0.62 1.61 t .25 

0.73 1.37 ± 13 
0,54 1.85 ± ,37 

0.47 2.16 

0,31 3.23 .96 

0.90 1.11 ± .16 
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!:: -+ .2. 
'ta Cb 'cco 

't Jfco 
co- - 

'ta 'rb 

1.92 ± .. x io- sec. atm. 

Carbon monoxide-hei.iurt mixtures 

Three mixtures of helium arid tank carton monoxide 

were prepared and their relaxation times measured by corn- 

parisorl with tank carbon monoxide taken as ari abioiute 

standard. Table III gives the results of these 

measurements. 

Since the standaro. deviatio in measured t 

values is fairly large, the agreenent among the three 

determinations is considered quite good, and 't 

.72 t .40 X 10 sec. ci.tffl. 15 a reasonable value for the 

relaxation time resulting from carbon monoxide-helium 

collisions. 

Carbon monoxide-neon mixture 

Only one mixture of carbon monoxide and neon was 

prepared, since the reasonable açreement of measurements 

on mixtures of helium and carbon monoxide indicate that 

a fair value can thus be realized, Table IV records the 

experimental results frort this determination. 



TABLE III 

VIBRATIONAL RELAxA'rIoN DATA 0F 
CARBON MON 0X1 DE -HEI.I UM MIXT URES 

he1im 

Tri.l i 

Trial 2 

Trial 3 

Triai 4 

Trial 5 

Trial 6 

Triai. 7 

Trial B 

Trial 9 

Trial 10 

Trial 11 

Trial l 

x sec. 

.tnctard evition 
r , sec. 

Çx iü sec. at"i. 

Ç(avg.) x io6 
sec. atri. 

3.03 6,06 9.08 

At x io sec. _____________________ 

0.41 0.ï7 0.57 

0.45 0.61 0.79 

0.47 0.59 0.86 

0.45 0.61 0.60 

0.49 0.52 0.53 

0.50 

O .46 

0.46 

O .46 

:!0 ,O6 
0.46 t .05 

0.60 0.78 

0.60 0.76 

0.65 0.73 

0.68 

0.69 

0,78 

0.69 

0.59 0.70 

O.O35 to.09 

0.33 t .05 0.& .10 

2.61 ± 4 2.95 t .65 2.531.42 

2.72 t 0.40 
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TABLE IV 

IXPERI i.4 [LW TL BE LLTS 
CARBON MON OXIDi-NEON MIXT URlI 

neon 8.24 

z io sec. _____________ ________________ 

Tri1 1 0.11 

Trial ¡ 
0.10 

Tri1 3 0.13 

Trial 4 0.05 

Trial. 5 0.00 

Trial 6 0.13 

Tri1 7 0.17 

Trit1.1 8 0.15 

Trial 9 0,11 

Trial 10 0.04 

ít(avg.) x c. 0.10 o.05 

tx eec. 0.35 1 0.06 

sec. 3.7 1 1.1 
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Ce.rbon monoxide-argon mixtufe 

Fere azin only one mixture wca 2repured. The 

devi.ticn of the reh.xtiou time from thì t of tank e.rbon 

monoxile for argon and neon mixtures i o Blight tit 

there would be no signific.nt vrition of different 

mixttres and, nence, little further information to be 

gained. It iu2t be redized that these mesirements are 

subject to considerable error but at )est the results re 

of the correct order of riagnitude. Table V records the 

results of this easurernerit. 

The effect of mass on the reIaation time 

We no have what seem to be reasonable values for the 

relaxation time of the vibrational state of carbon 
monoxide in collisions 'with hydrogen, helium, and in 

self-collisio's. tlso, we have estimtes of the relax- 

ation time for collisions of carbon monoxide with neon and 

argon. In order o test the validity of the Schirtz- 

lawsky-Herzfeld tneory, the logarithm of these rel xation 

times will be plotted aainst the cube root of the reduced 

mass. Also, for comparison, the logarithm of the relax- 
ation time will be plotted. aainst the reducod mass 

itself. Table VI gives the vaiues of the relaxation times 

and corresponding values of reduced mass. 



TABLE V 

131XPLRflU!NTjtL RES ULTS 
C4RBON MONCXI LE -ARGON M IXT UE 

argon 

Triai i 
Trial 2 

Trial 3 

Trial 4 

Trial 5 

Triai 6 

Tri1 7 

Triai 8 

Triai Y 

Trial 10 

51. 

15 .03 

At x 10 sec. 

x 10 sec. (average) 

Otandarcì devi-itio 
4 t x lo sec. 

TA X sec. atm. 

0.10 

0.12 

0.14 

0,09 

0 .05 

0.07 

0.10 

0.05 

0,06 

0.11 

-0.09 

t) .027 

i Oh t .05 

3.7 t 1.7 



TABLE VI 

RELAXATION TIME AS A 
FUNCTION OEE REDUCED MASS 

Type of collision T X iO log.T M 

(sec. atm.) (gm./rnoie) 

CO-H2 u.0155 -5.81 1.37 1.23 

CO-He O.07O -5.57 3.5 1.52 

CO-Ne 0.37 -4.43 11.7 2,27 

CO-CC 1.92 -3.72 14.0 2.41 

CO-A 3.7 -3.43 16.5 2.55 



2.5 Fig.viI 
Effect of Mass on the Relaxation 
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This data is plotted in Figure VII both as a function 

t 

of M and M . It is obvious at once that the relaxation 

time is very sensitive to collision mass but not nearly so 

sensitive as predicted by theory. It definitely rules out 

an erier6y of activtion echanism for this seris of 

mixtures, which would predict rio effect of mass on the 

relaxation time. It is interesting to note that a plot of 

lo,arithrn t against M seems to give a much better 

approximation to a straight line than does 



CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of various re1xing gases on the 1ifetiie 

of the vibrational. state of carbon onox1de has been 

determined. with a view towrd determining the Influence of 

reduced collision mass oi this process. It is believed 

that tkle vil;e8 litcd below jr Table VII are fairly 

accurate for c rbori monoxide-hydrogen, carbon monoxide- 

Yeiini, and carbon rnorìoi. ide-carbon monoxide collisionI3, 

while the valtes for carbon monoxide-neon and carton 

monoxide-argon collisions are less certain, but of the 

correct order cí' magnitude. Also tabulited are the 

v1ves for probability cf cicexcitation from the first 

vibrational level upon collision, 21,o. 

As a conipariscn with other work, it may be noted 

that Sherratt and Griffiths (3) report a relaxation 
C- 

tiìie of i x lO sec. atm. for carbon monoxide for a 

temperature range from 10000 to 18000 Centigrade. t 

higher temperatures it i expected that the relaxation 

time would be shorter due to higher collision efficiency, 

so qualitativel.y thio is in agreement. }ioever, it is 

generally agreed and has been demonstrated tht the 

relaxation tiìe 15 a function of the temperature (3, 10, 

11, lt., 24, 35), so that these results Cafl be criticizea 

on the basis of owin constant relaxation time over 



TABLL VII 

RElAXATION T1il! AND PROBABILITY OF DEXCITAT ION 
ON COLLISION FOR VARIOUS CARBON M0NDXID1 MIXTURES 

Type of collision ' X iO .t X lO4 
(calculated) (experimental) 
(ßec. atm.) (sec. atm.) 

CO-H2 .O0 0.0155 

CO-He .0454 0.0270 

CO-Ne 16.0 Ô.37 

CO-CO 76.4 l.9 

1'3. 3.7 

7 
Pi_4O x 10 

(per col]iio) 

188. 

159. 

20. 

3.16 

2.0 

o, 
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a wiie teriperture range. The only other reported 

meaznrement on the rel.xtion time of carbon monoxide is 

that of Turrell (38), his data having been taken at room 

temperature. Ele found for tank carbon monoxide a value of 

X io-e seconds for t This carbon mon.oxiue wa 

5ubsequently analjsea. on the mas3 spectrometer and found 

to cotin 1.57% hydrogen. The present va1ue for T and 

give a predicted lifetime of 5.29 x 1O seconds for 

this gas. This is considered in excellent agreement with 

Turrell ' s raeast.rement. 

The mass dependence does not seem to fo1lo the 

theory of Jchw.rtz, Elawsky, and iJerzfeld, but seems to 

fit better afl exporential [ -CM) relationship. The 

predicted valtes for hyrogen and he1iu collisions are in 

fair agreement, especially since the sirtple one- 

dimensional model should appear nore efficient than the 

tiree dimension1 actuality. ihe use of tne parameter o 

may give some insight into the fact that the theory does 

not preo.ict the efficiency of larger reduced mass 

cclliioni. This term is ssentia11y the slope of the 

potential energy curve t tue cla1ca1 point of closest 

approach under velocities coruparable to the thermal 

average. Ccniderab1y .rìih.er velocities and, hence, 

cicser approaches, are reired for deexcitation in these 

large mass cses which makes the assumed vlues of . 



Eomewh;t riive. The ùtrer slope would. indicate tue ue of 

. Lrer v1ue of o( , wuijch .ppefs in the exponent to tue 

miriu8 two-thirclß power. Thu incresin oc. would increase 

the probability of deexcitatiori and decrease the re1xtior 

tice in correso-idence with the observed vaite In this 

respect it crì be rioted that, in the case of CO-iS 

coilicions, it wouia be sùfficient to multiply o( by feti-- 

thirds to bring the predicted value in line with the 

experimental value. Even smaller icreasea would suffice 

for CO-CO and CO-Ne collisions. 

The relaxation tiue is very sensitive to the reduced 

mass which rules out a purely ctivtion energy 

mechanism. It is felt, then, that no theory yet 

adequately describes tte relaxa tiori phenoxiena, especially 

in view of tkie apparent chemical efficiency of mixtures 

like carbon aioxide-water and hydrogen chloride-chlorine 

(b) as well as the structural efficiency found by hc&rath 

and Ubbelohde (24). 

in analysis of the data of this research it vas 

found that many or the relxation times fell in a region 

where the linear approximation of tan' 1/% no longer 

held. For ease of analysis and maximum sensitivfty it is 

desirabi that this be avoided. Also, measurement of 

longer reixation times, auch as pure carbon monoxide, is 

extremely difficult 1f not iposible ith any degree of 



acci.racy on tì1s intruent becalAse the relation c.)'t (< i 

no longer is mintineã. An instrument using much 

loer chopping: frequency ov.ld prove ii:hly deoirble s 

it would give a much wider range for the determination of 

vibrational life-times. 

.Perhapa hri even more profitable rrarigemerit would be 

the design of a frequency response spectrophone. since 

. . - . . f. the signal amplituue is proportional to 1/ + t 'tj 

if is varied the signal strength should f1l off quite 

rapidly in the region where (-' is approximately l/T 

This would allow the determination, of ufl absolute value of 

t'or each mixture without tue need of co.plicated 

phase measuring apparatus. 
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APPENDIX I 

In orãer to ev1ua.te the 

theory for the gas iixture to be studieä, the vibrational 

re1axition tiues for one atriopiiere of relaxing g.s ilì he 

calculated for hydrogen, helitm, neon, c.rbon monoxide, . nd 

ar.on. This series of rases hs been selected. oo that only 

carbon monoxide will be irfr.red active, that i, absorb 

infrared raditio!I, ana, hence, the occurrence of a 

pre83ure signal in the ceï. mt reiu1t frouì col1iio.i o 

carbon monoxide molecules with other gas rnolecules. To 

complete the ca1cila1ioc we Üeterrnine the exponential 

behavior, ; the matrix elenerit for the transition from 

the first vibrtioal quantun level to the ground state, 

V1; the probability of such vibrational energy loss with 

correspônding increase in the translational energy, P; 
the total number of co1lision per second per atmosphere of 

relaxing gas a,b and finally the relaxation time for arie 

atmosphere of relaxinç gas, T, . Values of the Lerinard- 

Jones poteit1ai constant, r0, were obtained from 

Hirsnfelder, Cùrtis and Byrd (17, p1111). The re1ts 

are iveri in Table VIII. 

In order to test the validity of approximtiois made 

in the derivation of tiis teory, Table IX ;ives the 

values of uitities necessary to evluate the inequal- 
14 M v. ities exp 

} )) 
i 

; 
v)) ZEv 

(- fl-1' 



TABLE VIII 

TEORETICAL cALCJLTI0N OF R?LAXTION 
TXLS FOR CiRB0N MONOXIDE IflXTTJRES 

Relaxing gas r0(A) y1 x io2 

CO 3.763 33.40 

H2 3.279 12.79 2.60 

Re 3.160 16.44 2.80 

3.256 27.78 .63 

3.534 34.77 2.17 

P1-40 per 
co11i ion 

1.23 x 1O 

3.46 X 10-5 

3.08 X iO 

2.14 x 1010 

4.06 x in-13 

Ma b X 1010 
ccli 13 ions/sec 

1.65 

3.44 

2 .33 

i 36 

1.36 

-t-o 

sec. atm. 

49.0 

3.40 x 

1.40 X 10 

0.344 

11. 

cs1 



TABLE IX 

EVALuATION OF QVA1TITIES FOUNI) IN 

INEUALI TI kS IN DEVKLOPMEN T OF THtORY 

Type of 1O * x io-e 4 M : 
co1iiion (crì./sec.) oh 

(crn./ec.) 

CO-CO 1.9e 1.44 42.9 

CO-lie .16 13.5 

CO-A 1.74 1.3 45.9 

CO-H2 5.26 2.69 9.3 

CO-Ne .1O 1.46 31. 
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The results inuicte tht for any but the 1ihtest 

rno1ecìies te re1axtion tirìes wula be extremely long. 

it 1;1Ut be pointed ot:t tht nch long relaxation times, 

evri iI' they existed, could not be measured. since trace 

low molecular weight impurities as well as wail effects 

would ilialt the length of ti;:ìe observable a, indeed, 

would the finite tine before re-radiation. .Eo;ever, it 

must be rernerbered that approximations rnde in this theory 

are not valid for hih energy transitions as occur in 

carbon monoxiae. In any event, the reLxatioì times would 

be expected to be much shorter than those calculated here 

for hiLfi molecular weight collisions. 
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APPENDIX II 

it is the puriJose of this section to evaluate tTe heat 

conduction phase shift and compare lt with the values of 

Is 

T observed experimentally. The expression for this ter 

oO o 

tanø EL I i 
1 - (n odd) o 

00 i 

11+ t' a 
vn=i oThIn 

n k I nt rt 
+ - X:. \ 

c Lt at) 

Because is very small, approximately 1O cm2, 

it is only for very large values of m and n that the value 

of t:i,n comPares with 1. Thus, 

sum in the denominator hato conve 

mation before presents an 

bution. This makes possible the 

it can be seen that the 

rged to a fair approxi- 

appreciable centri- 
approxirnat ion 

00 00 00 

E >III ' i t = 
('J x: > - ______ 

i i 

'l t yyI r.; i i- 
rn,n n- L YnI 

o 

=Ei -, 

00 

i = 

b Ay 

where for n od. 

: : ;: 
:t 

The numerator in the above expression can be 



oxresed s two sums 

zr 

1fl = I + II whì 
i + 

2. 
IT -t 1r T 1±L 
L.. 

i i i r -wr T\z 
O 

In I we see from the previots arguaient that for t1i 

valùes of m that make a significant cotribution to 

i 
the series has a1redy converged to a fair 

?fl ,fl 

approximation, Thus I can be written 

00 00 
I u k 'Ç i \T i (n odd) 

L i + ,Th 

isi1ariy, II is given by 

00 

II(u k i i Ç i (nodd) 
-z:- -:- i i + (A - '(,)CJ Wi yy=t 

The first su:s are knovn in eitaer case and it remains to 

evaluate the latter sums. 

Consider tke sum 
00 

1 (n odd) 

'n=I i + (.J- \(A)C) 
IT4 ( _1V- i\ J 

00 - 1_ - 
00 

i 

(sr)tf:; ( - i) (zt- t)4 I,l 9;r..o 

I? 
2 

The term (--) 'ry (2L 
4 

- i) vries only very slowly 
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with L , and cn be fitted quite closely b a function 

continuous in 1. 

00 4O0 At V- i ¡ i 

L-_i+ (zi- r (-ì) 

i. e t x f k ir 2£ 
; 
X0 = / k 

\2 

r r 

00 
i /c' L ( dx 

"j1r7 ¡1+x -x)4 
1-00 

The integrai dx is readily evaluated by 
li-Çx - 

the method oÍ' residues to ive 

*00 
11. 

xo = 

ard i i fo.c\ L 
z - T -s- T. 4 1i 

TL'hUS Iri( k \ I y 
c) ! 4 jz 

The reníning srn can be evaluated in a similar 

manner 1f it is pointed out that for larger values oT ni, 

x differs from 'ir (m - -) by an arbitrarily small amount, 

and that it is only the larger values of Xthat affect 

the sum significantly. Thus we have 

00 

t 
00 

____ 
vn: I 

i 1- 

() C. ) 
:A, ___ 

m t 

l+' (jj C J ( 
Wi - 

-) 
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00 
i 

1+(.k_\t (i)4 
4 

00 00 
here before i i 

1 (_._'\ 1T ( \ 1 = i cCJ [4: ZI \CCJ -[J(aI-l) 

it is not exactly correct to extend the srn over m to j 
the sum froi -oc to + , i[oever, it is only for s1l 
valles of in that (in J4 differs appreciably from 
(-in -J4 and the valve of such terms in the sum is 

essentially unity - independent of n. Hence, the 

approxiniation of treating the function as cymnietrical 

about tue ori,in is justified. 

This sum is re.dily approximated in . manner similar 

to the previous one to give 

gives 

00 
V i 

I 
=t J. (cEr ± x: (U and 

IIru(__ i u 
VA.)c/ a 

Coiubining terms for the heat conduction phase shift 

- ( k '\ 2 - 
T I k \ 

tan 0 VZ;5 T 4 ..(E 'ZZ;) a 

V U 

_/k\ i [ti i i 

z;-E) - L . 
V 

1-. - 11 \C3cJ LL aj 
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It remains to sho riumericalj tht the inequalities 

[i arid C&T» kf( .re satisfied. 

The reqj ired. nmericl values arc, for this cell and. carbon 

monoxide 

3.7? x 1C fadlane/sec.; k 2,15 x io Joulce/ 

degree cm. sec.; C 20,69 Joules/degree m. rnole;p= 

1,25 :rn./liter; 28 gm./mole; L 7.62 cm.; a = 

1.7 cm.; JI 0.08 cm. ITere the heat capacity /cc 

is iven by c = 

irx these v1ues we find 

(k" f-i 
.- 

fj=rvl,02 X io2 
\u)C) [ì j 

which correaponãs to an observed time shift of 

seconds. 'iht is actually measured is the variation in 

pìase shift with var1i.tlon in gas constituency, Since the 

tota]. pressEre remains at one atnosphere the beat 

conduction effect could not vary by more than a factor of 

two, or that 2.7j.t seconde represents an upper limit to 

this varLtion, The observed shifts ali corresponded to 

from ten to A. hundred times this figure, and cn only be 

accounted for by relaxation phenomena. Indeeã the 

smallest value cf w ob3erved waS 4.1 x i02 so that 

the reJtion 



cr 

je eatisfied. 

Further, 2 x 
C) C 

hich, ever for reixation 

times on the order of j-.t. seconde is such that wt» kX' 
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APPENDIX III 

It will be neeessry to determine the 1iits of 
v.lidity of the 1iner approxieation, tar11 (AYt 

In Figure VIlI, i and t = IT - t are 
1-) tari 

pIotteu s a ftnction of t, the observed, time shift. In 

this way the validity of the linear approxirnation can be 

quickly checked ario a suitable correction factor applied 

where necesary. Table X gives the calculated results 

that appear on the graph. 
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TABLE X 

CALCULATION OF = i AND T ir - t 

'txlO t tanc..,t 
A 

1x10" 'pr -txiO 

4.17 1.57 0 C) 

4.11 1.55 4.Od .06 .06 

3.98 1.50 14.10 .19 .13 

3.85 1.45 238 .32 .32 

¿.71 1.40 5.l .46 .4b 

6.58 1.65 4.45D .60 .59 

3.45 1.30 3.602 .74 .72 

1.5 3.010 .85 

3.18 1.20 2.572 1.03 .99 

3.05 1.15 .234 1.19 1.12 

2.92 1.10 1.965 1.35 i.5 

2.78 1.06 1.743 1.52 1.39 

2.65 1.00 1.557 1.70 1.52 



25 30 35 

txlO4sec 
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APPINDIX IV 

It is the purpose of t1is section to derive useful 

expression for andysis of data obtained by means of the 

spectrophone. In every case a gas of unknown relaxation 

time is ci1uted with another gas to be studied, hil e the 

total pressure is maintained at I atmosphere. 1or such a 

mixture the conbined relaxation time is given by 

1 whore Pa1 b1 Here either gas 

Ta 

'a', ga 'b' or both can be mixtures. Thus in anlysie of 

00H2 mixtures, 1b' is hyctrogen vthile 'a' is tank carbon 

monoxide containing O,82% hydrogen. Since absolìre values 

of 't cacnot.. 'oc iaeaured directly, it is necessary to 

coasider an arbit-arr time, t, that differs fromr by 

some constant factor, c. Then 

t-c=r i = -i. 

-- + ::: L - ( I - L1 b 
Ta tb ra \'ç 'ra) 

If now in each case the measured time is compared with 

that of the pure gas, a, e obtain the exuression, where 

gas b is more efficient than gas a: 

( t0 - C) - (t - c) = Ta . 

1 (1 - i 'b 
It :'±-¼ - -*Y b 

T; + v; ç) 

l)Pb 
't: raJ 
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Then, if L le plotted against 
4..., 

the lrttercept is ive At 
by s i ¿.nd the elope by m = i i s2 .1 i i - 4 Ta 

-; Ta ', 

This gives Ta i 'nl 

S 

Once this aìyis hs been crricd out ccurtely for a 

given s, it cn serve s ¿n beolute calibration for 

thie s in cdl other ixtures bein studied. 


